Abstract An important subclass of well-posed linear systems is formed by the conservative systems. A conservative system is a system for which a certain energy balance equation is satisfied both by its trajectories and those of its dual system. In Malinen et al.
equations. Roughly speaking, a well-posed linear system is a linear time invariant system such that on any finite time interval, the operator from the initial state and the input function to the final state and the output function is bounded. An important subclass of well-posed linear systems is formed by the conservative systems. A conservative system is a system for which a certain energy balance equation is satisfied both by its trajectories and those of its dual system. In Malinen et al. [10] , a number of algebraic characterizations of conservative linear systems are given in terms of the operators appearing in the state space description of the system.
Weiss and Tucsnak [20] identified by a detailed argument a large class of conservative linear systems described by a second order differential equation in a Hilbert space and an output equation, and they may have unbounded control and observation operators.
In this paper, we give two examples of conservative control systems described by the linear Schrödinger equation with boundary control and boundary observation. These examples do not fit into the framework of [20] .
The following notations are used. Let X be a Hilbert space, then:
• C n (0, +∞; X) : the space of n times continuously differentiable X-valued functions on [0, +∞), n ∈ N.
• BC n (0, +∞; X) : the space of those f ∈ C n (0, +∞; X) for which f , f , ..., f (n) are all bounded on [0, +∞).
• H n (0, +∞; X) : the Sobolev space of X-valued functions with n ∈ N.
Some Concepts from Conservative Well-posed Linear Systems
In this section, we first gather some basic facts about admissible control and observation operators and about well-posed linear systems. For more details we refer to Falandoli et al. [3] (though here the expressions "admissible" and "well-posed" are not stated explicitly), Salamon [13] , Weiss [18] and Staffans [14] . Then, we recall the definition and some basic properties of conservative systems, see Weiss et al. [19] , Tucsnak and Weiss [16] , Weiss and Tucsnak [20] for further details.
Let X be a Hilbert space and A : D(A) → X be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup S on X. We define the Hilbert space X 1 as D(A) with the norm y 1 = (β I − A)y where β ∈ ρ(A) is fixed. The Hilbert space X −1 is the completion of X with respect to the norm y −1 = (β I − A) −1 y . It is known that X −1 = D(A * ) , the dual space with respect to the pivot space X. We have
with continuous dense injections. S extends to a semigroup on X −1 denoted by the same symbol. The generator of this semigroup is an extension of A whose domain is X so that A : X → X −1 . Definition 1. Let U be a Hilbert space. The operator B is said to be an admissible control operator of S if the input maps {Φ t } t≥0 are bounded from L 2 (0, +∞;U) to X for all finite t ≥ 0 where
If y is a solution of
which is an equation in X −1 with y(0) ∈ X and u ∈ L 2 (0, +∞;U), then y(t) ∈ X for all t ≥ 0. In this case y is a continuous X-valued function of t and we have for all t ≥ 0
The admissible control operator is called infinite-time admissible if for any u ∈ L 2 (0, +∞;U) the map
from [0, +∞) to X is bounded.
Definition 2. Let Y be another Hilbert space. The operator C ∈ L (X 1 ,Y ) is called an admissible observation operator for S if for every t > 0 there exists a k t ≥ 0 such that
The admissibility of C means that there is a continuous operator
such that (Ψ y 0 )(t) = CS(t)y 0 , ∀y 0 ∈ D(A).
The operator Ψ is completely determined by (8) because D(A) is dense in X. C is said to be an infinite-time admissible observation operator for S if there exists
The following duality result holds.
Theorem 1. (Salamon [13] , Staffans [14] ) C is an (infinite-time) admissible observation operator for S if and only if C * is an (infinite-time) admissible control operator for the adjoint semigroup S * .
Remark 1. In view of the above theorem, we see that Definition 1 is equivalent to the Hypothesis (H1) in Flandoli et al. [3] .
Remark 2. For PDE systems with boundary control such as the multidimensional Schrödinger equation with Dirichlet control, the admissibility of B is a sharp trace regularity result not obtainable by the standard trace theory. It is established by PDE hard analysis energy methods (see Lasiecka and Triggiani [5] and [6] and the references therein).
is an admissible control operator for S and C ∈ L (X 1 ,Y ) is an admissible operator for S, then the transfer functions of the system Σ given by the triple (A, B,C) are solutions of
for s and β in ρ(A).
Definition 3. The system Σ given by the triple (A, B,C) is said to be a well-posed linear system if B ∈ L (U, X −1 ) is an admissible control operator for S and C ∈ L (X 1 ,Y ) is an admissible operator for S, and its transfer functions are bounded on some right-half plane. For a well-posed linear system the operator Σ t from the initial state and the input function to the final state and the output function is bounded on any finite time interval [0,t]. The input and output functions u and z are locally L 2 with values in U and Y respectively. The state trajectory y is an X-valued function.
The boundedness property mentioned above means that for every t > 0, there is a c t > 0 such that
Remark 3. The class of well-posed linear systems includes many systems described by partial differential equations or delay differential equations. The formal resemblance to finite dimensional systems is one of its main advantages. Much work has been done on this class of systems, see Staffans [14] and the references therein. There are however important systems that do not belong to this class, see Lasiecka and Triggiani [6, 7] .
Definition 4. A well-posed linear system Σ given by the triple (A, B,C) is called conservative if for every t ≥ 0, the operator
is unitary. This means that for every t ≥ 0, the following statements are true:
(i) Σ t is an isometry, i.e.
(ii) Σ t is onto. [20] ) The system Σ is conservative if and only if the balance equation (14) or its differential form
Theorem 3. (Weiss and Tucsnak
holds for all state trajectories of Σ as well as for all state trajectories of the dual system Σ d for suitable initial state and input function.
In Tucsnak and Weiss [16] , the authors investigated conditions under which such systems are exponentially stable or strongly stable. It turns out that these properties are equivalent to certain controllability and observability properties.
The Schrödinger Equation with Dirichlet-type Boundary Feedback
Let Ω be an open bounded domain in R n with C 2 -boundary Γ = Γ 0 ∪ Γ 1 where Γ 0 and Γ 1 are disjoint parts of Γ with Γ 1 = ∅.
(Ω ) be the operator defined by:
We consider the system described by the equations
In (20), ν = (ν 1 , ..., ν n ) is the unit outward normal on Γ . The input of this system is the function u in (20) . The output associated with this system is
Remark 4. The system (17)- (20) without the term i
∂ ν has been considered in Lasiecka and Triggiani [5] where H −1 (Ω ) is identified as the space of optimal regularity and exact controllability and uniform stabilization results have been established on this space, the latter via the dissipative feedback u = -i
The precise statement of well-posedness and conservativity of the system described by (17) - (21) is given in the following theorem. If
and the compatibility condition
holds, then (17)- (21) have a unique solution y, z satisfying
Proof. We proceed as in Lasiecka and Triggiani [5] to rewrite the system (17)- (21) into an abstract form. Let
A D is self-adjoint, positive and boundedly invertible.
Using these operators, we can formulate (17)- (21) as an abstract system of the form
To continue we need the following results. Lemma 2. (Salamon [13] , Weiss & Tucsnak [20] ) Let u ∈ H 2 (0, +∞;U) and y 0 ∈ X satisfy the compatibility condition
(32)
Then the initial value problem (29), (30) has a unique solution y given by
which satisfies y ∈ C 1 (0, +∞; X) ∩C(0, +∞; Z),
where
Lemma 3. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2, we have the identity
Proof. Taking the inner product of both sides of (29) with y(t), we obtain
From the expression of A 1 , we obtain
Using now the formula
we get the desired identity.
Lemma 4. B is an infinite-time admissible control operator for S.
and define y(t) = Φ t u for all t ≥ 0. Then A 1 y(0) + Bu(0) ∈ X. It follows from Lemma 2, that y(.) ∈ C 1 (0, +∞; X). Integrating the identity in Lemma 3 on [0,t] we get that for all u ∈ H 2 L (0, +∞;U)
Since H 2 L (0, +∞;U) is dense in L 2 (0, +∞;U), we conclude that B is infnite-time admissible.
Lemma 5. Let C be the restriction of −B * to D(A 1 ). Then C is an infinite-time admissible operator for S.
Proof. Let y 0 ∈ D(A 1 ) and take y(t) = S(t)y 0 . It follows from Lemma 2 that y ∈ C 1 (0, +∞; X). Integrating (36) with u = 0 on [0,t], we get
But z(t) = −B * y(t) = Cy(t). Therefore the estimate
holds for every t > 0.
From the previous results, we deduce that the equations (17)- (21 ) define a wellposed linear system Σ with state space X = H −1 (Ω ) and input and output space U = L 2 (Γ 1 ).
The dual system of Σ denoted by Σ d is described by • The transfer function G(s) of Σ satisfies, because of the conservativity of Σ ,
Using these facts together with Lemma 1, Lemma 4 and Lemma 5, we conclude that for every y 0 ∈ Z D and every u ∈ H 1 (0, +∞;U) such that
the state trajectory y and the output function z satisfy the smoothness boundedness conditions
(Proposition 4.6 in Weiss and Tucsnak [20] ).
Remark 5. Assume the following additional condidtions on the triple {Ω ,Γ 0 ,Γ 1 } : there exists a real vector field h(x) ∈ [C 1 (Ω )] n such that
and
Then the semigroup S is exponentially stable (Lasiecka and Triggiani [5] ). Thus, from Russell [11] , Tucsnak and Weiss [16] , we conclude that the pair (A 1 , B) is exactly controllable in finite time and the pair (A 1 ,C) is exactly observable in finite time.
The Schrödinger Equation with Neumann-type Boundary Feedback
In this section, we suppose that the boundary Γ is of class C 2 and satisfies
where both Γ 0 and Γ 1 are nonempty.
We are interested in the linear system described by
Remark 6. Lasiecka et al. [9] have considered the system (52)-(55) with u = 0. They have proved under an additional assumption on the triple {Ω ,Γ 0 ,Γ 1 } that the energy decays exponentially to zero in the uniform topology of L 2 (Ω ).
Theorem 5. The equations (52)-(56) determine a conservative linear system Σ with input and output space U = L 2 (Γ 1 ) and state space X = L 2 (Ω ). If 
Proof. The equations (52)-(56) can be written as an abstract system of the form (see Lasiecka et al. [9] and Lasiecka and Triggiani [8] )
y (t) = A 2 y(t) + Bu(t) (60) y(0) = y 0 (61) z(t) = − B * y(t) + u(t) 
• B ∈ L (U; D(A 2 ) ) is defined by
• N ∈ L (L 2 (Γ 1 ); L 2 (Ω )) is the Neuman map given by
• B * ϕ = −i √ 2a(x)ϕ. Now, the theorem can be established by following the steps of the proof of Theorem 4.
Remark 7. Following Lasiecka et al. [9] and Lasiecka and Triggiani [8] , the assertions of Remark 5 hold also for the system (52)-(56).
